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Figure 1: OCR and OCR neutral suite
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A good paper that fills an important gapBanks have tended to push back against the use of low/negative interest ratesBut empirical research tends to show this shouldn’t be a concernThis adds to the weight of evidence in this direction, with a rich model of the Australian banking sectorPaper is great, do not have too many comments on the analysis, instead pose a few questions to support discussion/broader contextImportance depends on how likely we are to go back thereQuestion 1 – Are AMP tools a permanent feature of the Australian business cycle from here?Talk through slide 1My assumption is yes – and so this paper contributes to the RBA continuing to refine what the AMP toolkit should look likeQuestion 2 – What are the lessons for the RBA for AMP tools from COVID – in particular negative interest ratesThe New Zealand story: Negative rates are an available policy tool in NZ, we couldn't use them at the start of COVID because of market preparedness, MPC sought advice on their use in 2020, but in the end we didn't need more stimulus - it's likely next time AMP tools are needed, they will feature more heavily. 



Figure 2: New Zealand banking sector profits
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Adding to the insights from New Zealand – model implications seem to play out in the COVID period – refer figure. 



Figure 3: Impact of 1sd OCR fall - NIM 4
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key technical comment on the paper – would be more ‘forceful’ if supported by empirical evidenceA criticism will always be that the results depend on the calibration of you model – a model which has many areas of focus for the RBA – not just created to answer this questions. Advice would to be use a high frequency identification strategy to assess the effects of policy rate cuts on bank profitabilityEither a proxy VAR or local projections with instrumental variables Talk through NZ resultsNZ work also explores passthrough to mortgage rates of OCR cuts – could do this in sub samplesIn addition, work we have done using a series of modelling techniques shows the macro effects of monetary policy have not changed substantially over the past 15 years



Potential Qs for discussion
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What have the RBA/other CBs learnt about AMP tools during COVID?

What is the future role of negative rates?

Are AMP tools likely to be a permanent feature of the Australian business 
cycle?
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